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WALNUT  
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DESIGN BY RONAN AND  
ERWAN BOUROULLEC AND HEE WELLING



– WALNUT COLLECTION –

WALNUT COLLECTION 
AAC, AAS & CPH 

As a new addition to the existing variants, selected  

models of Hee Welling’s iconic About A Chair & About  

A Stool series and the Bouroullec brothers’ Copenhague 

Table series are now available in walnut. This type of  

wood has a characteristic rich, deep shade of brown  

and is known for its strength and durability. Its vibrance  

and natural beauty create a classic, natural appearance, 

which is well suited to the timeless aesthetics of the  

AAC, AAS and CPH series.
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– WALNUT COLLECTION –

RONAN & ERWAN BOUROULLEC

Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec the Paris based design brothers  

from Brittany have been working together since 1998. Ronan  

is a graduate of the École supérieure des Arts décoratifs in  

Paris and Erwan attended the École nationale supérieure des 

Arts in Cergy before starting their own studio. Together Ronan 

& Erwan Bouroullec have transformed the design industry and 

offered new perspectives of materiality and purpose. For Hay, 

they have designed the Palissade Collection, Copenhague 

Collection, Can Sofa and Élémentaire Chair.
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HEE WELLING

Hee Welling is a Danish furniture designer who founded  

his own studio in Copenhagen in 2003. Welling has received 

a number of design awards, including the Bo Bedre Award 

(Denmark), Good Design Award (USA) and has been nomina-

ted as the Danish designer of the year in both 2013 and 2014. 

Welling is the son of a cabinetmaker, and his fascination with 

production techniques, materials and machinery was fired as a 

child. He went on to study at The University of Art and Design 

in Helsinki, and received his master’s degree in furniture design 

from The Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts (where he is also 

now a design tutor). His design ethos is centred around the idea 

of creating technically accomplished products that can reach 

a wide audience. His work is characterised by a great sense 

of proportion and quietly elegant looks. For HAY, Welling has 

designed the About A Collection and the Hee Chair,  

Lounge Chair and Bar Stool.
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– AAC 12, AAC 13 & CPH  –

AAC 13, Linara 196
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AAS 33, Ruskin 12
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AAC 13, Linara 196
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– AAC 22 & CPH –



AAC 155, Sense Nougat
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Please use below link to download packshots, lifestyle  

photos and other sales material of the Walnut Collection

IMAGE BANK

Please use below link for order  

placement and further information

HAYB2B.COM

https://hay.dk/en/country-selector
https://hayretail.presscloud.com/digitalshowroom/#/gallery/furniture-news-september-2021
https://www.hayb2b.com/en/new-items/new-furniture
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AAC 12
DESIGN BY HEE WELLING & HAY, 2010

With its gently curved open shell and symmetrical solid base, the About A Chair AAC 12 design offers a refreshingly pared back expression that 
is consistent with the rest of the series. The lack of armrests ensures a clean, clutter-free silhouette, whilst the shaped back provides optimal 
comfort. The wooden frame with elegant, rounded legs conveys warmth and character, and ensures greater stability and a longer lifetime. The 
polypropylene or upholstery shell and solid wood base are available in a wide range of options.

HIGHLIGHTS

◊  Part of a multi–functional family of dining and conference chairs, office chairs, bar stools, lounge chairs, tables, an ottoman and a sofa. 
◊  Variability of shell colours and base finishes. 
◊  Available with plastic shell, with front upholstery (AAC 12) and full upholstery (AAC 13) in a large selection of fabrics and leathers.
◊  Other base options are: 4-leg steel base, swivel base, wheel base, sled base and moulded plywood legs. 
◊  Shell is also available with armrest.
◊ Available in an EU-ecolabelled variant with recycled PP.
◊ Suitable for a wide variety of private and public environments.
◊ Qualified for contract use.

CONSTRUCTION
The base is cut from a single piece of plywood with integrated parts, mounted with four solid wooden legs.

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN
Denmark.
Poland (with front upholstery).

OPTIONS
Felt gliders for wooden floors.
Front upholstery 10 mm foam.
Seat Pad with an anti-slip backside.
CMHR foam (fire retardant).

MATERIALS
SHELL BASE GLIDER

Injection moulded solid coloured 
polypropylene shell without armrest.  
Shell thickness: 10 mm. 

4 leg solid wood base in oak or walnut. Plastic. Standard on all variants. Suitable for 
all floorings that are not too sensitive.
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DIMENSIONS

WIDTH 51 CM | 20.08”
DEPTH 50,5 CM | 19.88”
HEIGHT 78,5 CM | 30.91”
SEAT HEIGHT 46 CM | 18.11”
SEAT DEPTH 40 CM | 15.75”



FABRIC & LEATHER UPHOLSTERY
Please see our Fabric Overview for approved standard fabrics. 
Please note that front upholstery is not available with walnut base.

LINK TO OVERVIEW

– AAC 12 –

COLOUR & FINISH
Please note that the colour codes are indicative.

BASE

SHELL

BLACK  
WATER-BASED
LACQUERED 

OAK 

WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 

OAK
SOAPED  

OAK

WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 

WALNUT

RAL 9005

BLACK
RAL 9005 • • • •
WHITE
RAL 9003 • • • •
CONCRETE GREY
NCS 3502-B • • • •
CREAM WHITE
RAL 9010 • • • •
SOFT BLACK 
RAL 9004 • • • •
PASTEL GREEN 
PANTONE 15-6307 TPX • • • •
BRICK 
PANTONE 19-13387 TPX • • • •
GREEN
NCS 8010 G30Y • • • •
GREY
RAL 7037 • • • •
WARM RED
RAL 3016 • • • •
ORANGE 
NSC 3560 Y70R • • • •
KHAKI 
PANTONE 17-1210 TPX • • • •
DUSTY GREEN 
NCS 6005 G20Y • • • •
DUSTY BLUE 
PANTONE 16-4408 TPX • • • •
MUSTARD 
PANTONE 118C • • • •

https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/fabric_and_leather_overview?fr=sNDAwNjI0Njg0NTk
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SUSTAINABILITY
HAY focuses on developing long-lasting products that minimise our environmental impact. We optimise the use of sustainable materials such 
as recycled materials, FSC-certified wood and water-based lacquer, with a growing number of eco-certified products. We have strict regulatory 
requirements, and the majority of our products are tested to comply with international standards for strength, durability and safety.
LINK TO ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILE

TESTS
EN 16139:2013 ANSI BIFMA X5.1-2017

Furniture - Strength, durability and safety - Requirements 
for non-domestic seating.
L2 Extreme use - Loading according to Test severity L2.

American National Standard For Office 
Furnishings - General Purpose Office 
Chairs - Tests, Type 3. 

DOWNLOADS
Packshots and lifestyle photos, 2D 3D files, care and maintenance, instructions, test certificates, product fact sheets,  
and product presentations are available in our Image Bank at hay.com.
LINK TO IMAGE BANK

WARRANTY
HAY provides a 5-year product warranty. Please contact the HAY sales team for further information  
about the warranty terms and conditions.

CARE & MAINTENANCE
Our Care & Maintenance offers guidance for optimal maintenance of your HAY product. It includes advice and instructions 
on cleaning and caring for specific materials to prolong the life of your furniture. Find the guide at hay.com.
LINK TO CARE & MAINTENANCE

FSC™ LABEL MIX
Made from FSC™-certified wood  
and other controlled materials.

CERTIFICATES

https://presscloud.com/file/42/425873655657230/HAY_Environmental_Profile.pdf
https://hay.presscloud.com/digitalshowroom/#/gallery/AAC-12
https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/care_and_maintenance_2020?fr=sZmUwMDI0MTg1ODM
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BLACK

LEATHER COLOUR

MATERIALS
Polyurethane foam, Non-slip backing.

 LEATHER

Pigmented leather.

BLACK

LEATHER COLOUR

MATERIALS
Polyurethane foam, Non-slip backing.

 LEATHER

Pigmented leather.

39

48 48 36
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WIDTH 48 CM | 18.90”
DEPTH 39 CM | 15.35”
HEIGHT 0,5 CM | 0.2”

SEAT PAD FOR AAC W/O ARM
Designed to add extra comfort to the About a Chair and About a Stool series, a new collection of seat cushions has been developed 
to fit all models within the two series. The padded cushions feature non-slip backing and are available in different sizes.

DIMENSIONS
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– AAC 13 –

AAC 13
DESIGN BY HEE WELLING & HAY, 2010

With its gently curved open shell and symmetrical solid base, the About A Chair AAC 13 design offers a refreshingly pared back expression that 
is consistent with the rest of the series. The lack of armrests ensures a clean, clutter-free silhouette, whilst the shaped back provides optimal 
comfort. The wooden frame with elegant, rounded legs conveys warmth and character, and ensures greater stability and a longer lifetime. The 
upholstery shell and solid wood base are available in a wide range of options.

HIGHLIGHTS

◊  Part of a multi–functional family of dining and conference chairs, office chairs, bar stools, lounge chairs, tables, an ottoman and a sofa. 
◊  Variability of textiles, colours and base finishes. 
◊  Available with plastic shell, with front upholstery (AAC 12) and full upholstery (AAC 13) in a large selection of fabrics and leathers.
◊  Other base options are: 4-leg steel base, swivel base, wheel base, sled base and moulded plywood legs. 
◊  Shell is also available with armrest.
◊ Suitable for a wide variety of private and public environments.
◊ Qualified for contract use.

CONSTRUCTION
The base is cut from a single piece of plywood with integrated parts, mounted with four solid wooden legs.

MATERIALS
SHELL BASE GLIDER

Injection moulded polypropylene shell  
without armrest with full upholstery. 
Shell thickness: 10 mm polypropyplene with 10 mm foam.

4 leg solid wood base in oak or 
walnut.

Plastic. Standard on all variants. Suitable for 
all floorings that are not too sensitive.
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,5

46 50
,5

51
40

5150,5

DIMENSIONS

WIDTH 51 CM | 20.08”
DEPTH 50,5 CM | 19.88”
HEIGHT 78,5 CM | 30.91”
SEAT HEIGHT 46 CM | 18.11”
SEAT DEPTH 40 CM | 15.75”

OPTIONS 
Felt gliders for wooden floors
CMHR foam (fire retardant)

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN
Poland

FABRIC & LEATHER UPHOLSTERY
Please see our Fabric Overview for approved standard fabrics.
LINK TO OVERVIEW

BASE COLOUR & FINISH
Please note that the colour codes are indicative.

WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 

OAK

SOAPED OAKBLACK  
WATER-BASED  

LACQUERED OAK
RAL 9005

WATER-BASED 
 LACQUERED  

WALNUT

https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/fabric_and_leather_overview?fr=sYTE2YTI0NTk3OTM
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SUSTAINABILITY
HAY focuses on developing long-lasting products that minimise our environmental impact. We optimise the use of sustainable materials such 
as recycled materials, FSC-certified wood and water-based lacquer, with a growing number of eco-certified products. We have strict regulatory 
requirements, and the majority of our products are tested to comply with international standards for strength, durability and safety.
LINK TO ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILE

DOWNLOADS
Packshots and lifestyle photos, 2D 3D files, care and maintenance, instructions, test certificates, product fact sheets,  
and product presentations are available in our Image Bank at hay.com.
LINK TO IMAGE BANK

WARRANTY
HAY provides a 5-year product warranty. Please contact the HAY sales team for further information  
about the warranty terms and conditions.

TESTS
EN 16139:2013 ANSI BIFMA X5.1-2017

Furniture - Strength, durability and safety - Requirements 
for non-domestic seating.
L2 Extreme use - Loading according to Test severity L2.

American National Standard For Office 
Furnishings - General Purpose Office 
Chairs - Tests, Type 3. 

FSC™ LABEL MIX
Made from FSC™-certified wood  
and other controlled materials.

CERTIFICATES

CARE & MAINTENANCE
Our Care & Maintenance offers guidance for optimal maintenance of your HAY product. It includes advice and instructions on cleaning and caring 
for specific materials to prolong the life of your furniture. Find the guide at hay.com.
LINK TO CARE & MAINTENANCE

https://presscloud.com/file/42/425873655657230/HAY_Environmental_Profile.pdf
https://hay.presscloud.com/digitalshowroom/#/gallery/AAC-13
https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/care_and_maintenance_2020?fr=sZmUwMDI0MTg1ODM
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AAC 22
DESIGN BY HEE WELLING & HAY, 2010

The About A Chair AAC 22 design exudes the functional simplicity that is characteristic of this entire series. The solid shell comprises a curved 
back with armrests in polypropylene, providing excellent comfort and a soft, unified silhouette, while the four-legged wooden base adds a 
timeless, classic expression, ensuring greater stability and a longer lifetime. The extensive range of colours and wood choices for the base offer 
the opportunity to create almost infinite design combinations.

HIGHLIGHTS

◊    Part of a multi–functional family of dining and conference chairs, office chairs, bar stools, lounge chairs, tables, an ottoman and a sofa.
◊ Variability of shell colours and base finishes.
◊ Available with plastic shell, with front upholstery (AAC 22) and full upholstery (AAC 23) in a large selection of fabrics and leathers.
◊ Other base options are: 4-leg steel base, swivel base, wheel base, sled base and solid wood legs.
◊ Available in an EU-ecolabelled variant with recycled PP.
◊ Shell is also available without armrest.
◊ Suitable for a wide variety of private and public environments.
◊ Qualified for contract use.

79
46

68

52

59 52
40

59

DIMENSIONS

WIDTH 59 CM | 23.23”
DEPTH 52 CM | 20.47”
HEIGHT 79 CM | 31.1”
SEAT HEIGHT 46 CM | 18.11”
SEAT WIDTH 40 CM | 15.75”

CONSTRUCTION
Plywood legs section connected with solid oak top parts which are glued and fixed with embedded metal brackets.

OPTIONS
Felt gliders for wooden floors.
Front upholstery 10 mm foam.
Fixed seat cushion in polypropylene with 10 mm foam.
Seat Pad with an anti-slip backside.
CMHR foam (fire retardant).

MATERIALS
SHELL BASE GLIDER

Injection moulded solid-coloured 
polypropylene shell.  
Shell thickness: 10 mm. 

Moulded plywood base. Inner plywood in 
beech, top veneer in oak or walnut. 
Not stackable.

Plastic. Standard on all variants. Suitable for 
all floorings that are not too sensitive.

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN 
Denmark
Poland (with front upholstery)



COLOUR & FINISH
Please note that the colour codes are indicative.

– AAC 22 –

FABRIC & LEATHER UPHOLSTERY
Please see our Fabric Overview for approved standard fabrics.
Please note that front upholstery is not available with walnut base.

LINK TO OVERVIEW

COLOUR & FINISH
Please note that the colour codes are indicative.

BASE

SHELL

BLACK  
WATER-BASED
LACQUERED 

OAK 

WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 

OAK

WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 

WALNUT SOAPED OAK

RAL 9005

BLACK
RAL 9005 • • • •
WHITE
RAL 9003 • • • •
CONCRETE GREY
NCS 3502-B • • • •
CREAM WHITE
RAL 9010 • • • •
SOFT BLACK 
RAL 9004 • • • •
PASTEL GREEN 
PANTONE 15-6307 TPX • • • •
BRICK 
PANTONE 19-13387 TPX • • • •
GREEN
NCS 8010 G30Y • • • •
GREY
RAL 7037 • • • •
WARM RED
RAL 3016 • • • •
ORANGE 
NSC 3560 Y70R • • • •
KHAKI 
PANTONE 17-1210 TPX • • • •
DUSTY GREEN 
NCS 6005 G20Y • • • •
DUSTY BLUE 
PANTONE 16-4408 TPX • • • •
MUSTARD 
PANTONE 118C • • • •

https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/fabric_and_leather_overview?fr=sNDAwNjI0Njg0NTk


SUSTAINABILITY
HAY focuses on developing long-lasting products that minimise our environmental impact. We optimise the use of sustainable materials such 
as recycled materials, FSC-certified wood and water-based lacquer, with a growing number of eco-certified products. We have strict regulatory 
requirements, and the majority of our products are tested to comply with international standards for strength, durability and safety.
LINK TO ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILE

DOWNLOADS
Packshots and lifestyle photos, 2D / 3D files, care and maintenance, instructions, test certificates, product fact sheets,  
and product presentations are available in our Image Bank at hay.com.
LINK TO IMAGE BANK

CERTIFICATES

CARE & MAINTENANCE
Our Care & Maintenance offers guidance for optimal maintenance of your HAY product. It includes advice and instructions on cleaning and caring 
for specific materials to prolong the life of your furniture. Find the guide at hay.com.
LINK TO CARE & MAINTENANCE

– AAC 22 –

FSC™ LABEL MIX
Made from FSC™-certified wood  
and other controlled materials.

TESTS
EN 16139:2013

Furniture - Strength, durability and safety - Requirements 
for non-domestic seating.
L2 Extreme use - Loading according to Test severity L2.

WARRANTY
HAY provides a 5-year product warranty. Please contact the HAY sales team for further information  
about the warranty terms and conditions.

https://hay.presscloud.com/digitalshowroom/#/gallery/AAC-22
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STEELCUT TRIO  
616 

CHESS

STEELCUT TRIO 
236 

LIGHT YELLOW

STEELCUT TRIO 
996 

RACING GREEN

STEELCUT TRIO 
453 

GOLDEN YELLOW

BLACK 

LEATHER COLOUR

MATERIALS
Polyurethane foam, Non-slip backing.

SURFACE BY HAY IN SELECTED COLOURS STEELCUT TRIO IN SELECTED COLOURS  LEATHER

90% New Wool, 10% Nylon. 90% New Wool, 10% Nylon. Pigmented leather.

SURFACE BY HAY 
120 

LIGHT GREY
SURFACE BY HAY 

190 
DARK GREY

SURFACE BY HAY 
480 

BRONZE

SURFACE BY HAY 
680 

CHERRY RED

SURFACE BY HAY 
950 

APPLE GREEN

41

41 41 41

0,
5

0,
5

WIDTH 41 CM | 16.14”
DEPTH 41 CM | 16.14”
HEIGHT 0,5 CM | 0.2”

SEAT PAD FOR AAC W. ARM
Designed to add extra comfort to the About a Chair and About a Stool series, a new collection of seat cushions has been developed to fit all 
models within the two series. The padded cushions feature non-slip backing and are available in different sizes, materials and colours.

DIMENSIONS

FABRIC COLOUR

Please note that the colour codes are indicative.
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AAC 23
DESIGN BY HEE WELLING & HAY, 2010

The About A Chair AAC 23 design exudes the functional simplicity that is characteristic of this entire series. The full upholstered shell comprises a 
curved back with armrests in polypropylene, providing excellent comfort and a soft, unified silhouette, while the four-legged wooden base adds a 
timeless, classic expression, ensuring greater stability and a longer lifetime. The extensive range of colours, upholstery options and wood choices 
for the base offer the opportunity to create almost infinite design combinations.

HIGHLIGHTS

◊ Part of a multi–functional family of dining and conference chairs, office chairs, bar stools, lounge chairs, tables, an ottoman and a sofa.
◊ Full upholstery in a large selection of fabrics and leathers.
◊ Variability of textiles, colours and base finishes.
◊ Available with plastic shell, with front upholstery (AAC 22) and full upholstery (AAC 23) in a large selection of fabrics and leathers.
◊ Shell is also available without armrest.
◊ Other base options are: 4-leg steel base, sled base, swivel base, wheel base and solid wood legs.
◊ Other upholstery option is: a soft quilted version with added wadding in a large selection of fabrics and leathers.
◊ Suitable for a wide variety of private and public environments.
◊ Qualified for contract use.

79
46 52

59 52
40

59

68

WIDTH 59 CM | 23.23”
DEPTH 52 CM | 20.47”
HEIGHT 79 CM | 31.1”
SEAT HEIGHT 46 CM | 18.11”
SEAT DEPTH 40 CM | 15.75”

CONSTRUCTION
Plywood legs section connected with solid oak top parts glued and fixed with embedded metal brackets.

OPTIONS
Felt gliders for wooden floors
CMHR foam (fire retardant)

MATERIALS
SHELL BASE GLIDER

Injection moulded polypropylene seat with armrest,  
with full upholstery. 
Shell thickness: 10 mm polypropylene with 10 mm foam.

Moulded plywood base. Inner plywood in 
beech, top veneer in oak or walnut. 
Not stackable.

Plastic. Standard on all variants. Suitable for 
all floorings that are not too sensitive.

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN 
Poland

FABRIC & LEATHER UPHOLSTERY
Please see our Fabric Overview for approved standard fabrics.
LINK TO OVERVIEW

DIMENSIONS

BASE COLOUR & FINISH
Please note that the colour codes are indicative.

WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 

OAK

SOAPED OAKBLACK  
WATER-BASED  

LACQUERED OAK
RAL 9005

WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 

WALNUT



SUSTAINABILITY
HAY focuses on developing long-lasting products that minimise our environmental impact. We optimise the use of sustainable materials such 
as recycled materials, FSC-certified wood and water-based lacquer, with a growing number of eco-certified products. We have strict regulatory 
requirements, and the majority of our products are tested to comply with international standards for strength, durability and safety.
LINK TO ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILE

DOWNLOADS
Packshots and lifestyle photos, 2D / 3D files, care and maintenance, instructions, test certificates, product fact sheets,  
and product presentations are available in our Image Bank at hay.com.
LINK TO IMAGE BANK

TESTS
EN 16139:2013

Furniture - Strength, durability and safety - Requirements 
for non-domestic seating.
L2 Extreme use - Loading according to Test severity L2.

CERTIFICATES

CARE & MAINTENANCE
Our Care & Maintenance offers guidance for optimal maintenance of your HAY product. It includes advice and instructions on cleaning and caring 
for specific materials to prolong the life of your furniture. Find the guide at hay.com.
LINK TO CARE & MAINTENANCE

– AAC 23 –

FSC™ LABEL MIX
Made from FSC™-certified wood  
and other controlled materials.

WARRANTY
HAY provides a 5-year product warranty. Please contact the HAY sales team for further information  
about the warranty terms and conditions.

https://presscloud.com/file/42/425873655657230/HAY_Environmental_Profile.pdf
https://hay.presscloud.com/digitalshowroom/#/gallery/AAC-23
https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/care_and_maintenance_2020?fr=sZmUwMDI0MTg1ODM
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AAC 23 SOFT
DESIGN BY HEE WELLING & HAY, 2020

The AAC 23 Soft chair offers functional simplicity and modern aesthetics, which are tempered by the softness and warmth of the quilted shell. 
Retaining the same curved shell with unified silhouette that characterises the entire series, this design features a four-legged wooden base 
that adds a timeless, classic expression. The base is available in a choice of finishes, and the shell is offered in a variety of upholstery options, 
providing a multitude of design combinations that give this series versatility in a wide range of corporate, public, and private contexts.

HIGHLIGHTS

◊ Part of a multi–functional family of dining and conference chairs, office chairs, bar stools, lounge chairs, tables, an ottoman and a sofa.
◊ Soft quilted upholstery with added wadding in a large selection of fabrics and leathers.
◊ Variety of textiles and base finishes.
◊ Other upholstery options are: a non-quilted full upholstery in a large selection of fabrics and leathers.
◊ Other base options are: aluminium swivel base, 4-leg steel tube base, 4 star wheel base and 5 star wheel base with gas lift.
◊ Suitable for a wide variety of private and public environments.
◊ Qualified for contract use.

79
46 52

59 52
40

59

68

DIMENSIONS

WIDTH 59 CM | 23.2”
DEPTH 52 CM | 20.5”
HEIGHT 79 CM | 31.1”
SEAT HEIGHT 46 CM | 18.1”
SEAT DEPTH 40 CM | 15.8”

CONSTRUCTION
Plywood legs section connected with solid oak cross bars glued and fixed with embedded metal brackets.

OPTIONS
Felt gliders for wooden floors
CMHR foam (fire retardant)).

MATERIALS
SHELL FOAM BASE GLIDER

Injection moulded polypropylene 
shell with armrest.
Full upholstery with quilted front.

20 mm foam on the seat, 15 mm 
foam on the backrest and 20 mm 
wadding.

Moulded plywood base. Inner 
plywood in beech, top veneer in 
oak or walnut.

Plastic. Standard on all variants. 
Suitable for all floorings that are 
not too sensitive.

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN 
Poland

– AAC 23 SOFT –

FABRIC & LEATHER UPHOLSTERY
Please see our Fabric Overview for approved standard fabrics.
LINK TO OVERVIEW

BASE COLOUR & FINISH
Please note that the colour codes are indicative.

WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 

OAK

SOAPED OAKBLACK  
WATER-BASED  

LACQUERED OAK
RAL 9005

WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 

WALNUT



SUSTAINABILITY
HAY focuses on developing long-lasting products that minimise our environmental impact. We optimise the use of sustainable materials such 
as recycled materials, FSC-certified wood and water-based lacquer, with a growing number of eco-certified products. We have strict regulatory 
requirements, and the majority of our products are tested to comply with international standards for strength, durability and safety.
LINK TO ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILE

DOWNLOADS
Packshots and lifestyle photos, 2D / 3D files, care and maintenance, instructions, test certificates, product fact sheets,  
and product presentations are available in our Image Bank at hay.com.
LINK TO IMAGE BANK

WARRANTY
HAY provides a 5-year product warranty. Please contact the HAY sales team for further information  
about the warranty terms and conditions.

TESTS
EN 16139:2013

Furniture - Strength, durability and safety - Requirements 
for non-domestic seating.
L2 Extreme use - Loading according to Test severity L2.

CERTIFICATES

CARE & MAINTENANCE
Our Care & Maintenance offers guidance for optimal maintenance of your HAY product. It includes advice and instructions on cleaning and caring 
for specific materials to prolong the life of your furniture. Find the guide at hay.com.
LINK TO CARE & MAINTENANCE

– AAC 23 SOFT –

FSC™ LABEL MIX
Made from FSC™-certified wood  
and other controlled materials.

https://presscloud.com/file/42/425873655657230/HAY_Environmental_Profile.pdf
https://hay.presscloud.com/digitalshowroom/#/gallery/AAC-23-Soft
https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/care_and_maintenance_2020?fr=sZmUwMDI0MTg1ODM
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– AAC 123 –

AAC 123
DESIGN BY HEE WELLING & HAY, 2020

Featuring a wooden frame with elegant, tapered legs, the AAC 123 has a timeless and organic aesthetic. Retaining the same high backrest and 
generous seat that characterises the series, this design features a solid base with angled legs that slant slightly outwards for optimal stability. The 
oak base is available in different finishes and the shell comes in a variety of upholstery options, providing a multitude of design combinations that 
give this series versatility in a wide range of corporate, public, and private contexts.

HIGHLIGHTS

◊ Part of a multi–functional family of dining and conference chairs, office chairs, bar stools, lounge chairs, tables, an ottoman and a sofa.
◊ Variety of textiles and base finishes.
◊ Available in a standard moulded foam upholstery and a soft quilted version with added wadding in a large selection of fabrics and leathers.
◊ Other base options are: 4 star swivel base, 4-leg steel tube base and 5 star swivel base with gas lift.
◊ Suitable for a wide variety of private and public environments.
◊ Qualified for contract use.

DIMENSIONS

WIDTH 62 CM | 24.41”
DEPTH 59,5 CM | 23.42”
HEIGHT 86 CM | 33.86”
SEAT HEIGHT 47,5 CM | 18.70”
SEAT WIDTH 45 CM | 17.72”

CONSTRUCTION
Plywood legs section connected with solid oak cross bars glued and fixed with embedded metal brackets.

OPTIONS
Felt gliders for wooden floors.
CMHR foam (fire retardant).

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN 
Poland

86
47

,5 45

59,562 62

FABRIC & LEATHER UPHOLSTERY
Please see our Fabric Overview for approved standard fabrics.
LINK TO OVERVIEW

BASE COLOUR & FINISH
Please note that the colour codes are indicative.

WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 

OAK

SOAPED OAKBLACK  
WATER-BASED  

LACQUERED OAK
RAL 9005

WATER-BASED 
 LACQUERED WALNUT

MATERIALS
SHELL FOAM BASE GLIDER

10 mm injection moulded polypropylene 
with 10% glass fibre. Full upholstered.

20-50 mm moulded 
polyurethane foam.

Moulded plywood base. Inner plywood 
in beech, top veneer in oak or walnut. 
Not stackable.

Plastic. Standard on all variants. 
Suitable for all floorings that are  
not too sensitive.

https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/fabric_and_leather_overview?fr=sYTE2YTI0NTk3OTM


– AAC 123 –

SUSTAINABILITY
HAY focuses on developing long-lasting products that minimise our environmental impact. We optimise the use of sustainable materials such 
as recycled materials, FSC-certified wood and water-based lacquer, with a growing number of eco-certified products. We have strict regulatory 
requirements, and the majority of our products are tested to comply with international standards for strength, durability and safety.
LINK TO ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILE

DOWNLOADS
Packshots and lifestyle photos, 2D / 3D files, care and maintenance, instructions, test certificates, product fact sheets,  
and product presentations are available in our Image Bank at hay.com.
LINK TO IMAGE BANK

WARRANTY
HAY provides a 5-year product warranty. Please contact the HAY sales team for further information  
about the warranty terms and conditions.

TESTS
EN 16139:2013

Furniture - Strength, durability and safety - Requirements 
for non-domestic seating.
L2 Extreme use - Loading according to Test severity L2.

CERTIFICATES

CARE & MAINTENANCE
Our Care & Maintenance offers guidance for optimal maintenance of your HAY product. It includes advice and instructions on cleaning and caring 
for specific materials to prolong the life of your furniture. Find the guide at hay.com.
LINK TO CARE & MAINTENANCE

FSC™ LABEL MIX
Made from FSC™-certified wood  
and other controlled materials.

https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/hay_environmental_profile?fr=sZmNhMTI2MDczMjE
https://hay.presscloud.com/digitalshowroom/#/gallery/AAC-123
https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/care_and_maintenance_2020?fr=sZmUwMDI0MTg1ODM
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– AAC 123 SOFT –

AAC 123 SOFT
DESIGN BY HEE WELLING & HAY, 2020

The AAC 123 Soft fuses the natural elegance and character of the four-legged wooden base with the softness and warmth of the quilted shell. 
Retaining the same high backrest and generous seat that characterises the series, this design features a solid base with angled legs that slant 
slightly outwards for optimal stability. The oak base is available in different finishes and the quilted shell is offered in a variety of upholstery 
options, providing a multitude of design combinations that give this series versatility in a wide range of corporate, public and private contexts.

HIGHLIGHTS

◊ Part of a multi–functional family of dining and conference chairs, office chairs, bar stools, lounge chairs, tables, an ottoman and a sofa.
◊ Soft quilted upholstery with added wadding in a large selection of fabrics and leathers.
◊ Variety of textiles and base finishes.
◊ Other base options are: 4 star swivel base, 4-leg steel tube base and 5 star swivel base with gas lift.
◊  Other upholstery options are: a soft duo version in selected fabric and leather combinations on front and back or a non-quilted full upholstery in 
a large selection of fabrics and leathers.

◊ Suitable for a wide variety of private and public environments.
◊ Qualified for contract use.

DIMENSIONS

WIDTH 62 CM | 24.41”
DEPTH 59,5 CM | 23.42”
HEIGHT 86 CM | 33.86”
SEAT HEIGHT 47,5 CM | 18.70”
SEAT WIDTH 45 CM | 17.72”

CONSTRUCTION
Plywood legs section connected with solid oak cross bars glued and fixed with embedded metal brackets.

OPTIONS
Felt gliders for wooden floors
CMHR foam (fire retardant).

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN 
Poland

45

59,562 62

86
47

,5

FABRIC & LEATHER UPHOLSTERY
Please see our Fabric Overview for approved standard fabrics.
LINK TO OVERVIEW

BASE COLOUR & FINISH
Please note that the colour codes are indicative.

WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 

OAK

SOAPED OAKBLACK  
WATER-BASED  

LACQUERED OAK
RAL 9005

WATER-BASED 
 LACQUERED  

WALNUT

MATERIALS
SHELL FOAM BASE GLIDER

10 mm injection moulded polypropylene 
with 10% glass fibre. Full upholstered.

15 mm cut foam, 15 mm 
super soft cut foam and 
40 mm wadding.

Moulded plywood base. Inner plywood 
in beech, top veneer in oak or walnut. 
Not stackable.

Plastic. Standard on all variants. 
Suitable for all floorings that are  
not too sensitive.

https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/fabric_and_leather_overview?fr=sYTE2YTI0NTk3OTM


– AAC 123 SOFT –

SUSTAINABILITY
HAY focuses on developing long-lasting products that minimise our environmental impact. We optimise the use of sustainable materials such 
as recycled materials, FSC-certified wood and water-based lacquer, with a growing number of eco-certified products. We have strict regulatory 
requirements, and the majority of our products are tested to comply with international standards for strength, durability and safety.
LINK TO ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILE

DOWNLOADS
Packshots and lifestyle photos, 2D / 3D files, care and maintenance, instructions, test certificates, product fact sheets,  
and product presentations are available in our Image Bank at hay.com.
LINK TO IMAGE BANK

WARRANTY
HAY provides a 5-year product warranty. Please contact the HAY sales team for further information  
about the warranty terms and conditions.

TESTS
EN 16139:2013

Furniture - Strength, durability and safety - Requirements 
for non-domestic seating.
L2 Extreme use - Loading according to Test severity L2.

CERTIFICATES

CARE & MAINTENANCE
Our Care & Maintenance offers guidance for optimal maintenance of your HAY product. It includes advice and instructions on cleaning and caring 
for specific materials to prolong the life of your furniture. Find the guide at hay.com.
LINK TO CARE & MAINTENANCE

FSC™ LABEL MIX
Made from FSC™-certified wood  
and other controlled materials.

https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/hay_environmental_profile?fr=sZmNhMTI2MDczMjE
https://hay.presscloud.com/digitalshowroom/#/gallery/AAC-123-Soft
https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/care_and_maintenance_2020?fr=sZmUwMDI0MTg1ODM
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AAS 32
DESIGN BY HEE WELLING & HAY, 2012

The bar stool About A Stool AAS 32 has the same capacity for transformation as the other designs in the series, ranging from a minimalistic 
plastic stool to a more full-bodied upholstered version. With a curved backrest and long, elegant wooden legs, it enjoys a simple yet strong visual 
presence that makes it ideal as a bar stool in a public environment, as well as for informal meetings and meals. Available in two heights and in a 
range of wood finishes, colours and upholstery options.

HIGHLIGHTS

◊  Part of a multi–functional family of dining and conference chairs, office chairs, bar stools, lounge chairs, tables, an ottoman and a sofa.
◊  Variability of shell colours and base finishes.
◊  Available with plastic shell, with front upholstery (AAS 32) and full upholstery (AAS 33) in a large selection of fabrics and leathers.
◊  Also available with steel sled base.
◊ Suitable for a wide variety of private and public environments
◊  Qualified for contract use.
◊ Available in an EU-ecolabelled variant with recycled PP

DIMENSIONS

OPTIONS
Felt gliders for wooden floors.
Front upholstery 10 mm foam.
CMHR foam (fire retardant).
Seat Pad with an anti-slip backside.

MATERIALS
SHELL BASE FOOTREST* GLIDER

Injection moulded solid-coloured 
polypropylene seat.  
Shell thickness 10 mm.

Moulded plywood base.  
Inner plywood in beech,  
top veneer in oak or wlanut.

Black powder coated steel 
Stainless steel 

Plastic. Standard on all variants. 
Suitable for all floorings that are 
not too sensitive.

CONSTRUCTION
BASE FOOTREST

Plywood legs section connected with solid oak top parts which are 
glued and fixed with embedded metal brackets. 

Screwed to the frame.

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN 
Denmark
Poland (with front upholstery) 

– AAS 32 –

75
65

43

47 43
35

47

23

85
75

33

46

50 46
35

50

*Black footrest is recommended for black shells. Stainless steel footrest is recommended for other shell colours and contract use.

AAS 32 LOW
WIDTH 47 CM | 18.50”
DEPTH 43 CM | 16.93”
HEIGHT 75 CM | 29.92”
SEAT HEIGHT 65 CM | 25.98”
SEAT DEPTH 35 CM | 13.78”

AAS 32 HIGH
WIDTH 50 CM | 19.68”
DEPTH 46 CM | 18.11”
HEIGHT 85 CM | 33.86”
SEAT HEIGHT 75 CM | 29.92”
SEAT DEPTH 35 CM | 13.78”



– AAS 32 –

COLOUR & FINISH
Please note that the colour codes are indicative.

FABRIC & LEATHER UPHOLSTERY
Please see our Fabric Overview for approved standard fabrics.
Please note that front upholstery is not available with walnut base.

LINK TO OVERVIEW

BASE

SHELL

BLACK  
WATER-BASED
LACQUERED 

OAK 

WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 

OAK
SOAPED

OAK

WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 

WALNUT

RAL 9005

BLACK
RAL 9005 • • • •
WHITE
RAL 9003 • • • •
CONCRETE GREY
NCS 3502-B • • • •
CREAM WHITE
RAL 9010 • • • •
SOFT BLACK 
RAL 9004 • • • •
PASTEL GREEN 
PANTONE 15-6307 TPX • • • •
BRICK 
PANTONE 19-13387 TPX • • • •
GREEN
NCS 8010 G30Y • • • •
GREY
RAL 7037 • • • •
WARM RED
RAL 3016 • • • •
ORANGE 
NSC 3560 Y70R • • • •
KHAKI 
PANTONE 17-1210 TPX • • • •
DUSTY GREEN 
NCS 6005 G20Y • • • •
DUSTY BLUE 
PANTONE 16-4408 TPX • • • •

https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/fabric_and_leather_overview?fr=sYTE2YTI0NTk3OTM


SUSTAINABILITY
HAY focuses on developing long-lasting products that minimise our environmental impact. We optimise the use of sustainable materials such 
as recycled materials, FSC-certified wood and water-based lacquer, with a growing number of eco-certified products. We have strict regulatory 
requirements, and the majority of our products are tested to comply with international standards for strength, durability and safety.
LINK TO ENVIROMENTAL PROFILE

DOWNLOADS
Packshots and lifestyle photos, 2D / 3D files, care and maintenance, instructions, test certificates, product fact sheets,  
and product presentations are available in our Image Bank at hay.com.
LINK TO IMAGE BANK

WARRANTY
HAY provides a 5-year product warranty.
Please contact the HAY sales team for further information about the warranty terms and conditions.

TESTS
EN 16139:2013 ANSI BIFMA X5.4-2012

Furniture - Strength, durability and safety - Requirements  
for non-domestic seating. 
L2: Extreme use - Loading according to Test severity L2.

American National Standard For Office  
Furnishings - Lounge and Public Seating - Tests.

CERTIFICATES

CARE & MAINTENANCE
Our Care & Maintenance offers guidance for optimal maintenance of your HAY product. It includes advice and instructions on cleaning and caring 
for specific materials to prolong the life of your furniture. Find the guide at hay.com.
LINK TO CARE & MAINTENANCE

– AAS 32 –

FSC™ LABEL MIX
Made from FSC™-certified wood  
and other controlled materials.

https://hay.presscloud.com/digitalshowroom/#/gallery/AAS-32
https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/care_and_maintenance_2020?fr=sZmUwMDI0MTg1ODM


– AAS 32 SEAT PAD –

BLACK

LEATHER COLOUR

MATERIALS
Polyurethane foam, Non-slip backing.

 LEATHER

Pigmented leather.

34
,5

0
,5

38 38

WIDTH 38 CM | 14.96”
DEPTH 34,5 CM | 13.58”
HEIGHT 0,5 CM | 0.2”

SEAT PAD FOR AAS
Designed to add extra comfort to the About a Chair and About a Stool series, a new collection of seat cushions has been developed to fit all 
models within the two series. The padded cushions feature non-slip backing and are available in different sizes.

DIMENSIONS
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AAS 33
DESIGN BY HEE WELLING & HAY, 2012

The bar stool About A Stool AAS 33 has the same capacity for transformation as the other designs in the series, ranging from a minimalistic 
plastic stool to a more full-bodied upholstered version. With a curved backrest and long, elegant wooden legs, it enjoys a simple yet strong visual 
presence that makes it ideal as a bar stool in a public environment, as well as for informal meetings and meals. Available in two heights and in a 
range of wood finishes, colours and upholstery options.

HIGHLIGHTS

◊  Part of a multi–functional family of dining and conference chairs, office chairs, bar stools, lounge chairs, tables, an ottoman and a sofa. 
◊  Variability of textiles, colours and base finishes.
◊   Available with plastic shell, with front upholstery (AAS 32) and full upholstery (AAS 33) in a large selection of fabrics and leathers. 
◊ Also available with steel sled base.
◊ Suitable for a wide variety of private and public environments.
◊  Qualified for contract use. 

DIMENSIONS

– AAS 33 –

75
65

43

47 43
35

47

23

85
75

33

46

50 46
35

50

OPTIONS
Felt gliders for wooden floors
Front upholstery 10 mm foam
CMHR foam (fire retardant)
Seat Pad in black leather with an anti-slip backside

MATERIALS
SHELL BASE FOOTREST* GLIDER

Injection moulded polypropylene 
seat with full upholstery, 10 mm 
foam.

Moulded plywood base.  
Inner plywood in beech,  
top veneer in oak or walnut.

Black powder coated steel 
Stainless steel 

Plastic. Standard on all variants. 
Suitable for all floorings that are 
not too sensitive.

CONSTRUCTION
BASE FOOTREST

Plywood legs section connected with solid oak top parts which are 
glued and fixed with embedded metal brackets. 

Screwed to the frame.

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN 
Poland

*Black footrest is recommended for black shells. Stainless steel footrest is recommended for other shell colours and contract use.

FABRIC & LEATHER UPHOLSTERY
Please see our Fabric Overview for approved standard fabrics.
LINK TO OVERVIEW

BASE COLOUR & FINISH
Please note that the colour codes are indicative.

WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 

OAK

SOAPED OAKBLACK  
WATER-BASED  

LACQUERED OAK
RAL 9005

WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 

WALNUT

AAS 33 LOW
WIDTH 47 CM | 18.50”
DEPTH 43 CM | 16.93”
HEIGHT 75 CM | 29.92”
SEAT HEIGHT 65 CM | 25.98”
SEAT DEPTH 35 CM | 13.78”

AAS 33 HIGH
WIDTH 50 CM | 19.68”
DEPTH 46 CM | 18.11”
HEIGHT 85 CM | 33.86”
SEAT HEIGHT 75 CM | 29.92”
SEAT DEPTH 35 CM | 13.78”



SUSTAINABILITY
HAY focuses on developing long-lasting products that minimise our environmental impact. We optimise the use of sustainable materials such 
as recycled materials, FSC-certified wood and water-based lacquer, with a growing number of eco-certified products. We have strict regulatory 
requirements, and the majority of our products are tested to comply with international standards for strength, durability and safety.
LINK TO ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILE

DOWNLOADS
Packshots and lifestyle photos, 2D / 3D files, care and maintenance, instructions, test certificates, product fact sheets,  
and product presentations are available in our Image Bank at hay.com.
LINK TO IMAGE BANK

CARE & MAINTENANCE
Our Care & Maintenance offers guidance for optimal maintenance of your HAY product. It includes advice and instructions on cleaning and caring 
for specific materials to prolong the life of your furniture. Find the guide at hay.com.
LINK TO CARE & MAINTENANCE

WARRANTY
HAY provides a 5-year product warranty.
Please contact the HAY sales team for further information about the warranty terms and conditions.

CERTIFICATES

– AAS 33 –

TESTS
EN 16139:2013 ANSI BIFMA X5.4-2012

Furniture - Strength, durability and safety - Requirements  
for non-domestic seating. 
L2: Extreme use - Loading according to Test severity L2.

American National Standard For Office  
Furnishings - Lounge and Public Seating - Tests.

FSC™ LABEL MIX
Made from FSC™-certified wood  
and other controlled materials.

https://hay.presscloud.com/digitalshowroom/#/gallery/AAS-33
https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/care_and_maintenance_2020?fr=sZmUwMDI0MTg1ODM
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DIMENSIONS

50

50 50 50

49

DIAMETER 50 CM | 19.7”
HEIGHT 49 CM | 19.3”

– CPH 20 ROUND –

CPH 20 ROUND
DESIGN BY RONAN & ERWAN BOUROULLEC, 2012

Sharing the same characteristic angled legs as the rest of the Bouroullec brothers’ Copenhague range, the CPH20 and CPH25 tables feature 
a round tabletop that softens the engineered expression. The table frame comes in a variety of heights and sizes in different wood types and 
finishes, with the tabletops offered in different materials and finishes. Equally suitable for intimate meetings and larger, café-like environments, 
this versatile table has an ability to blend into private homes as well as public spaces.

HIGHLIGHTS

◊ Multi-functional family of tables and benches in different shapes, sizes, materials and colours.
◊ Variability of veneer, laminate and linoleum colours and frame finishes.
◊ The table is available as round table with three legs (CPH 20), round table with four legs (CPH 25) and rectangular table (CPH 30).
◊ The series also includes an extendable version (CPH 30 extendable) and desks (CPH 10, CPH 90, CPH 190).
◊ Suitable for a wide variety of private and public environments.

CONSTRUCTION
Legs are mounted to the tabletop with machine screws that goes into the premounted  threaded bushings in the tabletop. Requires assembly. 
Please follow the instruction manual.

MATERIALS
TABLETOP FRAME

18 mm plywood tabletop with laminate, linoleum or veneer in different finishes. 
Bevelled edge. Tabletop edge matches base finish. 1 mm laminate or 2 mm linoleum.

3 solid wooden legs.

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN 
Denmark

DIAMETER 70 CM | 27.6”
HEIGHT 105 CM | 41.3” 

70

70 70 70

10
5

DIAMETER 90 CM | 35.4”
HEIGHT 74 CM | 29.1”

90 90 90

74

90

DIAMETER 120 CM | 47.2”
HEIGHT 74 CM | 29.1”

12
0

120 120 120

74



COLOUR & FINISH
Please note that the colour codes are indicative.

– CPH 20 ROUND –

Ø50 x H49 CM | Ø70 x H105 CM

FRAME

TABLETOP

BLACK  
WATER-BASED
LACQUERED 
SOLID OAK

WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 
SOLID OAK

SOAPED SOLID 
OAK

RAL 9005

BLACK LINOLEUM
FORBO NERO 4023 • • •
GREEN LINOLEUM
FORBO CONIFER 4174 • •
GREY LINOLEUM
FORBO ASH 4132 • •
OFF WHITE LINOLEUM
FORBO MUSHROOM 4176 • •
WHITE LAMINATE 
FORMICA F3091 • •
BLACK WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED OAK VENEER
RAL 9005 •
WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED OAK VENEER •



FRAME

TABLETOP

BLACK  
WATER-BASED
LACQUERED 

OAK

WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 

OAK
SOAPED  

OAK

WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 

WALNUT

RAL 9005

BLACK LINOLEUM
FORBO NERO 4023 • • •
GREEN LINOLEUM
FORBO CONIFER 4174 • •
BURGUNDY LINOLEUM
FORBO BURGUNDY 4154 •
GREY LINOLEUM
FORBO ASH 4132 • •
PEBBLE GREY LINOLEUM
FORBO PEBBLE 4175 •
DARK GREY LINOLEUM
FORBO CHARCOAL 4166 •
OFF WHITE LINOLEUM
FORBO MUSHROOM 4176 • • •
WHITE LAMINATE 
FORMICA F3091 • •
BLACK WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED OAK VENEER
RAL 9005 •
WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED OAK VENEER •
WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED  
WALNUT VENEER •

Ø90 x H74 CM | Ø120 x H74 CM

– CPH 20 ROUND –



– CPH 20 ROUND –

SUSTAINABILITY
HAY focuses on developing long-lasting products that minimise our environmental impact. We optimise the use of sustainable materials such 
as recycled materials, FSC-certified wood and water-based lacquer, with a growing number of eco-certified products. We have strict regulatory 
requirements, and the majority of our products are tested to comply with international standards for strength, durability and safety.
LINK TO ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILE

DOWNLOADS
Packshots and lifestyle photos, 2D / 3D files, care and maintenance, instructions, test certificates, product fact sheets,  
and product presentations are available in our Image Bank at hay.com.
LINK TO IMAGE BANK

WARRANTY
HAY provides a 5-year product warranty.
Please contact the HAY sales team for further information about the warranty terms and conditions.

CARE & MAINTENANCE
Our Care & Maintenance offers guidance for optimal maintenance of your HAY product. It includes advice and instructions on 
cleaning and caring for specific materials to prolong the life of your furniture. Find the guide at hay.com.
LINK TO CARE & MAINTENANCE

CERTIFICATES

FSC™ LABEL MIX
Made from FSC™-certified wood  
and other controlled materials.
Applies to laminate- or veneer tabletops.

https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/hay_environmental_profile?fr=sZmNhMTI2MDczMjE
https://hay.presscloud.com/digitalshowroom/#/gallery/CPH-20-round
https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/care_and_maintenance_2020?fr=sZmUwMDI0MTg1ODM
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DIMENSIONS
140

14
0

140 140

74

DIAMETER 140 CM | 55.12”
HEIGHT 74 CM | 29.13”

– CPH 25 ROUND –

CPH 25 ROUND
DESIGN BY RONAN & ERWAN BOUROULLEC, 2012

Sharing the same characteristic angled legs as the rest of the Bouroullec brothers’ Copenhague range, the CPH20 and CPH25 tables feature 
a round tabletop that softens the engineered expression. The table frame comes in a variety of heights and sizes in different wood types and 
finishes, with the tabletops offered in different materials and finishes. Equally suitable for intimate meetings and larger, café-like environments, 
this versatile table has an ability to blend into private homes as well as public spaces.

HIGHLIGHTS

◊ Multi-functional family of tables and benches in different shapes, sizes, materials and colours.
◊ Variability of veneer, laminate and linoleum colours and frame finishes.
◊ The table is available as round table with three legs (CPH 20), round table with four legs (CPH 25) and rectangular table (CPH 30).
◊ The series also includes an extendable version (CPH 30 extendable) and desks (CPH 10, CPH 90, CPH 190).
◊ Suitable for a wide variety of private and public environments.

CONSTRUCTION
The frame is mounted to the tabletop with machine screws that goes into the premounted threaded bushings in the tabletop. The frame comes 
with reinforcement brackets. Requires assembly. Please follow the instruction manual.

MATERIALS
TABLETOP FRAME

24 mm plywood tabletop with laminate, linoleum or veneer 
in different finishes. Bevelled edge. Tabletop edge matches 
frame finish. 1 mm laminate or 2 mm linoleum.

4 solid wood legs featuring non-visible integrated  
screw-in adjustable feet that can be extended up to  
12 mm to make the table level on uneven surfaces.

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN 
Denmark



FRAME

TABLETOP

BLACK  
WATER-BASED
LACQUERED 

OAK

WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 

OAK
SOAPED  

OAK

WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 

WALNUT

RAL 9005

BLACK LINOLEUM
FORBO NERO 4023 • • •
GREEN LINOLEUM
FORBO CONIFER 4174 • •
BURGUNDY LINOLEUM
FORBO BURGUNDY 4154 •
GREY LINOLEUM
FORBO ASH 4132 • •
PEBBLE GREY LINOLEUM
FORBO PEBBLE 4175 •
DARK GREY LINOLEUM
FORBO CHARCOAL 4166 •
OFF WHITE LINOLEUM*
FORBO MUSHROOM 4176 • • •
WHITE LAMINATE 
FORMICA F3091 • •
BLACK WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED OAK VENEER
RAL 9005 •
WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED OAK VENEER •
WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED  
WALNUT VENEER •

COLOUR & FINISH
Please note that the colour codes are indicative.

– CPH 25 ROUND –

*Nordic Swan Ecolabel does not apply to walnut frame.



– CPH 25 ROUND –

SUSTAINABILITY
HAY focuses on developing long-lasting products that minimise our environmental impact. We optimise the use of sustainable materials such 
as recycled materials, FSC-certified wood and water-based lacquer, with a growing number of eco-certified products. We have strict regulatory 
requirements, and the majority of our products are tested to comply with international standards for strength, durability and safety.
LINK TO ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILE

DOWNLOADS
Packshots and lifestyle photos, 2D / 3D files, care and maintenance, instructions, test certificates, product fact sheets,  
and product presentations are available in our Image Bank at hay.com.
LINK TO IMAGE BANK

WARRANTY
HAY provides a 5-year product warranty. Spare parts are available throughout the 5-year warranty period.
Please contact the HAY sales team for further information about the warranty terms and conditions.

TESTS
EN 15372: 2016 EN 1729 FURNITURE

Furniture – Strength, durability and safety –
Requirements for non-domestic tables. L3: 
Severe use.

– Chairs and tables for educational institutions –  
Part 1: Functional dimensions. Tested according to table A.1 clauses 1-6. 
Part 2: Safety requirements and test methods.  
Loading according to EN 1729-2: 2012 size 7, (Brown). Clauses 4, 6.

CERTIFICATES

CARE & MAINTENANCE
Our Care & Maintenance offers guidance for optimal maintenance of your HAY product. It includes advice and instructions on 
cleaning and caring for specific materials to prolong the life of your furniture. Find the guide at hay.com.
LINK TO CARE & MAINTENANCE

RECYCLING & DISASSEMBLY
The furniture is designed to be a long-lasting furniture made to last for many years. The furniture is 100% recyclable  
and all parts can be fully separated and recycled. All parts can be delivered to a suitable recycling facility.
LINK TO DISASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION MANUAL

FSC™ LABEL MIX
Made from FSC™-certified wood  
and other controlled materials.
Applies to laminate- or veneer tabletops.

EU ECOLABEL
Applies to laminate- or veneer tabletops.

N
O

R
DIC

 SWAN ECOLAB
E

L

NORDIC SWAN ECOLABEL
Applies to linoleum tabletops.
Does not apply to walnut frame.

https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/hay_environmental_profile?fr=sZmNhMTI2MDczMjE
https://hay.presscloud.com/digitalshowroom/#/gallery/CPH-25-round
https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/care_and_maintenance_2020?fr=sZmUwMDI0MTg1ODM
https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/disassembly_instruction_manual?fr=sNGU4ODI2MDczMjE
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DIMENSIONS

– CPH 30 –

CPH 30
DESIGN BY RONAN & ERWAN BOUROULLEC, 2012

Part of the Copenhague range designed by Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec, the CPH30 shares the same characteristic angled legs and strong 
identity that are consistent with the rest of the collection, yet its contrasting tabletop sets it apart. The table frame comes in a variety of sizes, 
wood types and finishes, with the tabletops offered in different materials and finishes. The CPH30’s versatility and uncluttered design makes it 
ideal for using as a desk, conference table or dining table in an office context or a private setting.

HIGHLIGHTS

◊ Multi-functional family of tables and benches in different shapes, sizes, materials and colours.
◊ Variability of veneer, laminate and linoleum colours and frame finishes.
◊ The table is available as round table with three legs (CPH 20), round table with four legs (CPH 25) and rectangular table (CPH 30).
◊ The series also includes an extendable version (CPH 30 extendable) and desks (CPH 10, CPH 90, CPH 190).
◊ Suitable for a wide variety of private and public environments.

LENGTH 200 CM | 78.74”
WIDTH 90 CM | 35.43”
HEIGHT 74 CM | 29.13”

LENGTH 250 CM | 98.43”
WIDTH 90 CM | 35.43”
HEIGHT 74 CM | 29.13”

LENGTH 300 CM | 118.11”
WIDTH 90 CM | 35.43”
HEIGHT 74 CM | 29.13”

197.5

74

65
.5

250

90

13

42
.5

36.5
166.5

51
.574

90

200

90

42
.5

13
51

.536.5
116.5

147.5

74

65
.5

90

74

247.5

74

65
.5

300

13

90

42
.5

36.5
216.5

51
.5

74

90

120

74

198.5

65
.5

250

12
0

13
81

.536.5

40
.5

164.5

25

163.0

LENGTH 250 CM | 98.43”
WIDTH 120 CM | 47.24”
HEIGHT 74 CM | 29.13”



– CPH 30 –

CONSTRUCTION
The frame is mounted to the tabletop with machine screws, that goes into the premounted threaded bushings in the tabletop. The frame comes 
with reinforcement brackets. Requires assembly. Please follow the instruction manual.

MATERIALS
TABLETOP FRAME

24 mm plywood tabletop with laminate, linoleum or veneer in different 
finishes. Bevelled edge. Tabletop edge matches frame finish.  
1 mm laminate or 2 mm linoleum.

Slanted, solid wooden legs featuring non-visible integrated screw-in 
adjustable feet that can be extended up to 12 mm to make the table  
level on uneven surfaces. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN 
Denmark

DIMENSIONS

13

12
0

300

25 81
.536.5

40
.5

214.5

213.0

248.5

74

65
.5

120

LENGTH 300 CM | 118.11”
WIDTH 120 CM | 47.24”
HEIGHT 74 CM | 29.13”

10
5

97

165.5

80

200

38

65
.531.5

126

80

LENGTH 200 CM | 78.74”
WIDTH 80 CM | 31.5”
HEIGHT 105 CM | 41.34”



COLOUR & FINISH
Please note that the colour codes are indicative.

– CPH 30 –

L300 x W90 x H74 CM | L250 x W120 x H74 CM | L300 x W120 x H74 CM | L200 x W80 x H105 CM

FRAME

TABLETOP

BLACK  
WATER-BASED
LACQUERED 
SOLID OAK

WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 
SOLID OAK

SOAPED SOLID 
OAK

RAL 9005

BLACK LINOLEUM
FORBO NERO 4023 • • •
GREEN LINOLEUM
FORBO CONIFER 4174 • •
GREY LINOLEUM
FORBO ASH 4132 • •
OFF WHITE LINOLEUM
FORBO MUSHROOM 4176 • •
WHITE LAMINATE 
FORMICA F3091 • •
BLACK WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED OAK VENEER
RAL 9005 •
WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED OAK VENEER •



L200 x W90 x H74 CM | L250 x W90 x H74 CM

FRAME

TABLETOP

BLACK  
WATER-BASED
LACQUERED 

OAK

WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED  

OAK
SOAPED  

OAK

WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 

WALNUT

RAL 9005

BLACK LINOLEUM
FORBO NERO 4023 • • •
GREEN LINOLEUM
FORBO CONIFER 4174 • •
BURGUNDY LINOLEUM
FORBO BURGUNDY 4154 •
GREY LINOLEUM
FORBO ASH 4132 • •
PEBBLE GREY LINOLEUM
FORBO PEBBLE 4175 •
DARK GREY LINOLEUM
FORBO CHARCOAL 4166 •
OFF WHITE LINOLEUM*
FORBO MUSHROOM 4176 • • •
WHITE LAMINATE 
FORMICA F3091 • •
BLACK WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED OAK VENEER
RAL 9005 •
WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED OAK VENEER •
WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED  
WALNUT VENEER •

– CPH 30 –

*Nordic Swan Ecolabel does not apply to walnut frame.



SUSTAINABILITY
HAY focuses on developing long-lasting products that minimise our environmental impact. We optimise the use of sustainable materials such 
as recycled materials, FSC-certified wood and water-based lacquer, with a growing number of eco-certified products. We have strict regulatory 
requirements, and the majority of our products are tested to comply with international standards for strength, durability and safety.
LINK TO ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILE

DOWNLOADS
Packshots and lifestyle photos, 2D / 3D files, care and maintenance, instructions, test certificates, product fact sheets,  
and product presentations are available in our Image Bank at hay.com.
LINK TO IMAGE BANK

TESTS
EN 15372: 2008 EN 1729 FURNITURE

Furniture – Strength, durability and safety – 
Requirements for non-domestic tables.  
L3: Severe use.

Chairs and tables for educational institutions – Part 1: Functional dimensions.  
Tested according to table A.1 clauses 1-6. Part 2: Safety requirements and test methods. 
Loading according to EN 1729-2: 2012 size 7, (Brown). Clauses 4, 6.

CERTIFICATES

CARE & MAINTENANCE
Our Care & Maintenance offers guidance for optimal maintenance of your HAY product. It includes advice and instructions on 
cleaning and caring for specific materials to prolong the life of your furniture. Find the guide at hay.com.
LINK TO CARE & MAINTENANCE

RECYCLING & DISASSEMBLY
The furniture is designed to be a long-lasting furniture made to last for many years. The furniture is 100% recyclable and all parts 
can be fully separated and recycled. All parts can be delivered to a suitable recycling facility.
LINK TO DISASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION MANUAL

FSC™ LABEL MIX
Made from FSC™-certified wood  
and other controlled materials.
Applies to laminate- or veneer tabletops.

EU ECOLABEL
Applies to laminate- or veneer tabletops.

N
O

R
DIC

 SWAN ECOLAB
E

L

NORDIC SWAN ECOLABEL
Applies to linoleum tabletops.
Does not apply to walnut frame.

– CPH 30 –

WARRANTY
HAY provides a 5-year product warranty. Spare parts are available throughout the 5-year warranty period.
Please contact the HAY sales team for further information about the warranty terms and conditions.

https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/hay_environmental_profile?fr=sZmNhMTI2MDczMjE
https://hay.presscloud.com/digitalshowroom/#/gallery/CPH-30
https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/care_and_maintenance_2020?fr=sZmUwMDI0MTg1ODM
https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/disassembly_instruction_manual?fr=sNGU4ODI2MDczMjE
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DIMENSIONS

– CPH 30 EXTENDABLE –

CPH 30 EXTENDABLE
DESIGN BY RONAN & ERWAN BOUROULLEC, 2019

Part of the Copenhague range designed by Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec, the CPH30 Extendable shares the same characteristic angled legs and 
strong identity that are consistent with the rest of the collection, yet its extendable design sets it apart. Supplementary extension leaves can 
easily be inserted into the table’s central sliding mechanism, allowing the table to be extended to the required length. The table frame comes in a 
variety of sizes, wood types and finishes, with the tabletops offered in different materials and finishes. The CPH 30 Extendable’s versatile design 
and flexible length makes it suitable for offices and public contexts, as well as workspace or dining solutions in home environments.

HIGHLIGHTS

◊ Multi-functional family of tables in different shapes, sizes, materials and colours.
◊ Variability of veneer, laminate and linoleum colours and frame finishes.
◊ Supplementary extension leaves in different colours.
◊ Sliding mechanism allows flexible length.
◊ The table is available as round table with three legs (CPH 20), round table with four legs (CPH 25) and rectangular table (CPH 30).
◊ The series also includes desks (CPH 10, CPH 90, CPH 190).
◊  Suitable for a wide variety of private and public environments.
◊ Qualified for contract use.

LENGTH / 160/310 CM / 2.99”/122.05”
WIDTH / 80 CM / 31.5”
HEIGTH / 74 CM / 29.13”
Max. 3 leaves in size 50x80 cm

80 60
,5

24

39,5*
7

17

22

160

124,5

16080

74 63
,5

LENGTH / 200/400 CM / 78.74”/157.48”
WIDTH / 90 CM / 35.43”
HEIGTH / 74 CM / 29.13”
Max. 4 leaves in size 50x90 cm

90

200 90

74

200

60
,5

24

50,5*

12

23

31

147,5

63
,5

LENGTH / 250/450 CM / 98.43” / 177.17”
WIDTH / 90 CM / 35.43”
HEIGTH / 74 CM / 29.13”
Max. 4 leaves in size 50x90 cm

90

250 250

74

90

197

63
,5

60
,5

23

75,5*

24

12

31



– CPH 30 EXTENDABLE –

50 50 80

80

50 50 90

90

LEAF DIMENSIONS

4,54,5

66

SUPPORT LEG DIMENSIONS

LENGTH / 50 cm / 19.69”
WIDTH / 80 cm / 31.5”

DIAMETER 4,5 cm / 1.77”
HEIGHT 66 cm / 25.98”
To be used when adding 3 or 4 leaves

LENGTH / 50 cm / 19.69”
WIDTH / 90 cm / 35.43”

MATERIALS
TABLETOP FRAME LEAF SUPPORT LEG

24 mm plywood tabletop with laminate, 
linoleum or veneer in different finishes. 
Bevelled edge. Tabletop edge matches 
frame finish. 1 mm laminate or 2 mm 
linoleum. Please note tabletop crossbar 
matches table frame.

Slanted, solid wooden legs 
featuring non-visible integrated 
screw-in adjustable feet that 
can be extended up to 12 mm to 
make the table level on uneven 
surfaces.

24 mm plywood beech with 
laminate or linoleum.
Crossbar in 18 mm solid oak. 
Table leaves are available in
2 sizes.

Solid beech wood with black  
water based lacquer. 
Featuring adjustable glider.

CONSTRUCTION
The tabletop has a pre-mounted aluminum slide mechanism with lock and solid oak wood crossbars. It rests upon two sets of angled solid oak 
wood legs, which needs to be mounted to the tabletop. The tabletop has threaded inserts for easy attachment and disassembly with machine 
screws. A suppt leg is available in black painted solid beech, which is required when adding three or four extension leaves. The leg is inserted into 
a steel keyhole bracket on the slide mechanism.

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN
Denmark



COLOUR & FINISH
Please note that the colour codes are indicative.

– CPH 30 EXTENDABLE –

L160 x W80 x H74 CM

FRAME

TABLETOP

BLACK  
WATER-BASED
LACQUERED 

OAK

WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 

OAK
SOAPED  

OAK

RAL 9005

N
O

R
DIC

 SWAN ECOLAB
E

L BLACK LINOLEUM
FORBO NERO 4023 • • •

N
O

R
DIC

 SWAN ECOLAB
E

L GREEN LINOLEUM
FORBO CONIFER 4174 • •

N
O

R
DIC

 SWAN ECOLAB
E

L GREY LINOLEUM
FORBO ASH 4132 • •

N
O

R
DIC

 SWAN ECOLAB
E

L OFF WHITE LINOLEUM
FORBO MUSHROOM 4176 • •
WHITE LAMINATE 
FORMICA F3091 • •
BLACK WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED OAK VENEER
RAL 9005 •
WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED OAK VENEER •



L200 x W90 x H74 CM / L250 x W90 x H74 CM

FRAME

TABLETOP

BLACK  
WATER-BASED
LACQUERED 

OAK

WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 

OAK
SOAPED  

OAK

WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 

WALNUT

RAL 9005

N
O

R
DIC

 SWAN ECOLAB
E

L BLACK LINOLEUM
FORBO NERO 4023 • • •

N
O

R
DIC

 SWAN ECOLAB
E

L GREEN LINOLEUM
FORBO CONIFER 4174

BURGUNDY LINOLEUM
FORBO BURGUNDY 4154 •

N
O

R
DIC

 SWAN ECOLAB
E

L GREY LINOLEUM
FORBO ASH 4132 • •
PEBBLE GREY LINOLEUM
FORBO PEBBLE 4175 •
DARK GREY LINOLEUM
FORBO CHARCOAL 4166 •

N
O

R
DIC

 SWAN ECOLAB
E

L OFF WHITE LINOLEUM*
FORBO MUSHROOM 4176 • • •
WHITE LAMINATE 
FORMICA F3091 • •
BLACK WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED OAK VENEER
RAL 9005 •
WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED OAK VENEER •
WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED  
WALNUT VENEER •

– CPH 30 EXTENDABLE –

*Nordic Swan Ecolabel does not apply to walnut frame.



*Nordic Swan Ecolabel does not apply to walnut frame.

LEAF COLOUR & FINISH
Please note that the colour codes are indicative.

CROSSBAR & EDGE

LEAF TOP

BLACK  
WATER-BASED
LACQUERED 

OAK

WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 

OAK
SOAPED  

OAK

WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 

WALNUT

RAL 9005

N
O

R
DIC

 SWAN ECOLAB
E

L BLACK LINOLEUM
FORBO NERO 4023 • • •
BURGUNDY LINOLEUM
FORBO BURGUNDY 4154 •

N
O

R
DIC

 SWAN ECOLAB
E

L GREY LINOLEUM
FORBO ASH 4132 • •
PEBBLE GREY LINOLEUM
FORBO PEBBLE 4175 •
DARK GREY LINOLEUM
FORBO CHARCOAL 4166 •

N
O

R
DIC

 SWAN ECOLAB
E

L OFF WHITE LINOLEUM*
FORBO MUSHROOM 4176 • • •
WHITE LAMINATE 
FORMICA F3091 • •

– CPH 30 EXTENDABLE –



– CPH 30 EXTENDABLE –

SUSTAINABILITY
HAY focuses on developing long-lasting products that minimise our environmental impact. We optimise the use of sustainable materials such 
as recycled materials, FSC-certified wood and water-based lacquer, with a growing number of eco-certified products. We have strict regulatory 
requirements, and the majority of our products are tested to comply with international standards for strength, durability and safety.
LINK TO ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILE

DOWNLOADS
Packshots and lifestyle photos, 2D / 3D files, care and maintenance, instructions, test certificates, product fact sheets,  
and product presentations are available in our Image Bank at hay.com.
LINK TO IMAGE BANK

WARRANTY
HAY provides a 5-year product warranty. Spare parts are available throughout the 5-year warranty period.
Please contact the HAY sales team for further information about the warranty terms and conditions.

TESTS
EN 15372: 2016 EN 1729 FURNITURE

Furniture – Strength, durability and safety –
Requirements for non-domestic tables. L3: 
Severe use.

– Chairs and tables for educational institutions –  
Part 1: Functional dimensions. Tested according to table A.1 clauses 1-6. 
Part 2: Safety requirements and test methods.  
Loading according to EN 1729-2: 2012 size 7, (Brown). Clauses 4, 6.

CERTIFICATES

CARE & MAINTENANCE
Our Care & Maintenance offers guidance for optimal maintenance of your HAY product. It includes advice and instructions on 
cleaning and caring for specific materials to prolong the life of your furniture. Find the guide at hay.com.
LINK TO CARE & MAINTENANCE

RECYCLING & DISASSEMBLY
The furniture is designed to be a long-lasting furniture made to last for many years. The furniture is 100% recyclable  
and all parts can be fully separated and recycled. All parts can be delivered to a suitable recycling facility.
LINK TO DISASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION MANUAL

FSC™ LABEL MIX
Made from FSC™-certified wood  
and other controlled materials.
Applies to laminate- or veneer tabletops.

EU ECOLABEL
Applies to laminate- or veneer tabletops.

N
O

R
DIC

 SWAN ECOLAB
E

L

NORDIC SWAN ECOLABEL
Applies to linoleum tabletops.
Does not apply to walnut frame.

https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/hay_environmental_profile?fr=sZmNhMTI2MDczMjE
https://hay.presscloud.com/digitalshowroom/#/gallery/CPH-30-Extendable
https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/care_and_maintenance_2020?fr=sZmUwMDI0MTg1ODM
https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/disassembly_instruction_manual?fr=sNGU4ODI2MDczMjE
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DIMENSIONS
65

65

130 130

74

LENGTH 130 CM | 78.74”
WIDTH 65 CM | 51.18”
HEIGTH 74 CM | 29.13”

– CPH 90 DESK –

CPH 90 DESK
DESIGN BY RONAN & ERWAN BOUROULLEC, 2012

The CPH90 brings classic desk aesthetics into a modern context. The Bouroullec brothers’ simple yet graceful asymmetrical legs coupled with 
the streamlined tabletop results in a functional, compact and uncluttered design. The table frame is available in different wood types with varying 
finishes, with the tabletops offered in different materials and finishes. The Copenhague Desk’s versatile and elegant design makes it suited to 
most commercial or educational environments, as well as being ideal for working at home.

HIGHLIGHTS

◊  Multi-functional family of tables in different shapes, sizes, materials and colours.
◊  Variability of veneer, laminate and linoleum colours and frame finishes. 
◊ The table is available as round table with three legs (CPH 20), round table with four legs (CPH 25) and rectangular table (CPH 30).
◊ The series also includes an extendable version (CPH 30 extendable) and desks (CPH 10, CPH 190).
◊ Suitable for a wide variety of private and public environments.
◊  Qualified for contract use.

CONSTRUCTION
The frame is mounted to the tabletop with machine screws that goes into the premounted threaded bushings in the tabletop. Requires assembly. 
Please follow the instruction manual.

MATERIALS
TABLETOP FRAME

18 mm plywood tabletop with laminate, linoleum or veneer 
in different finishes. Bevelled edge. Tabletop edge matches 
frame finish. 1 mm laminate or 2 mm linoleum.

Slanted, solid wooden legs featuring non-visible 
integrated screw-in adjustable feet that can be extended 
up to 12 mm to make the table level on uneven surfaces.

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN 
Denmark



COLOUR & FINISH
Please note that the colour codes are indicative.

– CPH 90 DESK –

FRAME

TABLETOP

BLACK  
WATER-BASED
LACQUERED  

OAK

WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 

OAK
SOAPED  

OAK

WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 

WALNUT

RAL 9005

BLACK LINOLEUM
FORBO NERO 4023 • • •
GREEN LINOLEUM
FORBO CONIFER 4174 • •
BURGUNDY LINOLEUM
FORBO BURGUNDY 4154 •
AQUAVERT LINOLEUM
FORBO AQUAVERT 4180 •
GREY LINOLEUM
FORBO ASH 4132 • •
PEBBLE GREY LINOLEUM
FORBO PEBBLE 4175 •
DARK GREY LINOLEUM
FORBO CHARCOAL 4166 •
OFF WHITE LINOLEUM*
FORBO MUSHROOM 4176 • • •
WHITE LAMINATE 
FORMICA F3091 • •
BLACK WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED OAK VENEER
RAL 9005 •
WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED OAK VENEER •
WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED  
WALNUT VENEER •

*Nordic Swan Ecolabel does not apply to walnut frame.



– CPH 90 DESK –

SUSTAINABILITY
HAY focuses on developing long-lasting products that minimise our environmental impact. We optimise the use of sustainable materials such 
as recycled materials, FSC-certified wood and water-based lacquer, with a growing number of eco-certified products. We have strict regulatory 
requirements, and the majority of our products are tested to comply with international standards for strength, durability and safety.
LINK TO ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILE

DOWNLOADS
Packshots and lifestyle photos, 2D / 3D files, care and maintenance, instructions, test certificates, product fact sheets,  
and product presentations are available in our Image Bank at hay.com.
LINK TO IMAGE BANK

WARRANTY
HAY provides a 5-year product warranty. Spare parts are available throughout the 5-year warranty period.
Please contact the HAY sales team for further information about the warranty terms and conditions.

TESTS
EN 15372:2016 EN 1729 FURNITURE

Furniture – Strength, durability and safety –
Requirements for non-domestic tables. L2: 
General use.

– Chairs and tables for educational institutions –  
Part 1: Functional dimensions. Tested according to table A.1 clauses 1-6. 
Part 2: Safety requirements and test methods.  
Loading according to EN 1729-2: 2012 size 7, (Brown). Clauses 4, 6.

CERTIFICATES

CARE & MAINTENANCE
Our Care & Maintenance offers guidance for optimal maintenance of your HAY product. It includes advice and instructions on 
cleaning and caring for specific materials to prolong the life of your furniture. Find the guide at hay.com.
LINK TO CARE & MAINTENANCE

RECYCLING & DISASSEMBLY
The furniture is designed to be a long-lasting furniture made to last for many years. The furniture is 100% recyclable  
and all parts can be fully separated and recycled. All parts can be delivered to a suitable recycling facility.
LINK TO DISASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION MANUAL

FSC™ LABEL MIX
Made from FSC™-certified wood  
and other controlled materials.
Applies to laminate- or veneer tabletops.

EU ECOLABEL
Applies to laminate- or veneer tabletops.

N
O

R
DIC

 SWAN ECOLAB
E

L

NORDIC SWAN ECOLABEL
Applies to linoleum tabletops.
Does not apply to walnut frame.

https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/hay_environmental_profile?fr=sZmNhMTI2MDczMjE
https://hay.presscloud.com/digitalshowroom/#/gallery/CPH-90-desk
https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/care_and_maintenance_2020?fr=sZmUwMDI0MTg1ODM
https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/disassembly_instruction_manual?fr=sNGU4ODI2MDczMjE
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– aaC 12 eCO –

AAC 12 ECO
DeSIGn BY Hee WeLLInG & HaY, 2020

With the objective of recreating HaY’s iconic aaC chair to reduce the impact on the environment, the about a Chair aaC 12 eco is made from 100% 
post-consumer recycled plastic. The eco-friendly chair features the same distinctively curved shell and symmetrical solid base as the rest of the 
series, offering an uncluttered silhouette with a shaped back for optimal comfort. The wooden frame with elegant, rounded legs conveys warmth 
and character, and ensures greater stability and a longer lifetime. The recycled shell is available in different colours and the base is available 
in solid FSC-certified wood. The chair is eu ecolabelled as a sign of environmental commitment, along with the other models in the eco series. 

HIGHLIGHTS

◊ Part of a multi–functional family of dining and conference chairs, office chairs, bar stools, lounge chairs, tables, an ottoman and a sofa.
◊ eco-friendly addition to the about a Family.
◊ Certified with the eu ecolabel.
◊ The shell is made from 100% post-consumer recycled plastic and available in various colours and finishes.
◊ The base is FSC-certified solid wood available in various colours and finishes.
◊ The chair can be fully disassembled and recycled.
◊ The about a eco collection also includes aaC 22 eco, and aaS 32 eco in low and high versions.
◊ Suitable for a wide variety of private and public environments.
◊ Qualified for contract use.

CONSTRUCTION
The base is cut from a single piece of plywood with integrated parts, mounted with four solid wooden legs.

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN
Denmark

OPTIONS
Felt gliders for wooden floors.
Seat Pad with an anti-slip backside.

MATERIALS
SHeLL BaSe GLIDeR

Injection moulded solid-coloured 
polypropylene shell without armrest.  
made from 100% post-consumer recycled PP.

4-legged solid wooden base in oak or walnut. Plastic. Standard on all variants. Suitable for 
all floorings that are not too sensitive.
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DIMENSIONS

WIDTH 51 Cm | 20.08”
DePTH 50,5 Cm | 19.88”
HeIGHT 78,5 Cm | 30.91”
SeaT HeIGHT 46 Cm | 18.11”
SeaT DePTH 40 Cm | 15.75”
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COLOUR & FINISH
Please note that the colour codes are indicative.

BASE

SHELL

BLaCK  
WaTeR-BaSeD  
LaCQueReD 

OaK

WaTeR-BaSeD  
LaCQueReD 

OaK SOaPeD OaK

WaTeR-BaSeD  
LaCQueReD 

WaLnuT

RaL 9005

eCO BLaCK
RaL 9005 • • • •
eCO WHITe
nCS S 1002-Y • • • •
eCO CReam
nSC S 1502-Y • • • •

The shells consist of 100% recycled post-consumer plastic from household machines. 
The use of recycled material means that colours vary slightly from batch to batch. marks 
and irregularities on the surface are a natural part of the material and may occur.



SUSTAINABILITY
HaY focuses on developing long-lasting products that minimise our environmental impact. We optimise the use of sustainable materials such 
as recycled materials, FSC-certified wood and water-based lacquer, with a growing number of eco-certified products. We have strict regulatory 
requirements, and the majority of our products are tested to comply with international standards for strength, durability and safety.
LINK TO ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILE

DOWNLOADS
Packshots and lifestyle photos, 2D / 3D files, care and maintenance, instructions, test certificates, product fact sheets,  
and product presentations are available in our Image Bank at hay.com.
LINK TO IMAGE BANK

WARRANTY
HaY provides a 5-year product warranty. Spare parts are available throughout the 5-year warranty period.  
Please contact the HaY sales team for further information about the warranty terms and conditions.

TESTS
en 16139:2013

Furniture - Strength, durability and safety - Requirements 
for non-domestic seating. 
L2 extreme use - Loading according to Test severity L2.

CERTIFICATES

CARE & MAINTENANCE
Our Care & maintenance offers guidance for optimal maintenance of your HaY product. It includes advice and instructions  
on cleaning and caring for specific materials to prolong the life of your furniture. Find the guide at hay.com.
LINK TO CARE & MAINTENANCE

RECYCLING & DISASSEMBLY
The furniture is designed to be a long-lasting furniture made to last for many years. The furniture is 100% recyclable  
and all parts can be fully separated and recycled. all parts can be delivered to a suitable recycling facility.
LINK TO DISASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION MANUAL

eu eCOLaBeL

– aaC 12 eCO –

FSC™ LaBeL mIX
made from FSC™-certified wood  
and other controlled materials.

https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/hay_environmental_profile?fr=sZmNhMTI2MDczMjE
https://hay.presscloud.com/digitalshowroom/#/gallery/AAC-12-Eco
https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/care_and_maintenance_2020?fr=sZmUwMDI0MTg1ODM
https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/disassembly_instruction_manual?fr=sNGU4ODI2MDczMjE
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BLaCK

LEATHER COLOUR

MATERIALS
Polyurethane foam, non-slip backing.

 LeaTHeR

Pigmented leather.
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WIDTH 48 Cm | 18.90”
DePTH 39 Cm | 15.35”
HeIGHT 0,5 Cm | 0.2”

SEAT PAD FOR AAC W/O ARM
Designed to add extra comfort to the about a Chair and about a Stool series, a new collection of seat cushions has been developed  
to fit all models within the two series. The padded cushions feature non-slip backing and are available in different sizes.

DIMENSIONS
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AAC 22 ECO
PRODUCT FACT SHEET

https://hay.dk/en/country-selector
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AAC 22 ECO
DESIGN BY HEE WELLING & HAY, 2020

With the objective of recreating HAY’s iconic AAC chair to reduce the impact on the environment, the About A Chair AAC 22 Eco is made from 100% 
post-consumer recycled plastic. The eco-friendly chair features the same distinctively curved shell in a variant with curved back and armrests, 
providing optimal comfort and a soft, unified silhouette. The four-legged wooden base adds a timeless, classic expression, ensuring greater 
stability and a longer lifetime. The recycled shell is available in different colours and the base is available in FSC-certified wood. The chair is EU 
Ecolabelled as a sign of environmental commitment, along with the other models in the Eco series.

HIGHLIGHTS

◊ Part of a multi–functional family of dining and conference chairs, office chairs, bar stools, lounge chairs, tables, an ottoman and a sofa.
◊ Eco-friendly addition to the About A Family.
◊ Certified with the EU Ecolabel.
◊ The shell is made from 100% post-consumer recycled plastic and available in various colours and finishes.
◊ The base is FSC-certified solid wood available in various colours and finishes.
◊ The chair can be fully disassembled and recycled.
◊ The About A Eco collection also includes AAC 12 Eco, and AAS 32 Eco in low and high versions.
◊ Suitable for a wide variety of private and public environments.
◊ Qualified for contract use.

CONSTRUCTION
Plywood legs section connected with solid wood top parts which are glued and fixed with embedded metal brackets.

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN
Denmark

OPTIONS
Felt gliders for wooden floors.
Seat Pad with an anti-slip backside.

MATERIALS
SHELL BASE GLIDER

Injection moulded solid-coloured polypropylene 
shell with armrest. Made from 100% post-
consumer recycled PP.

Moulded plywood base. Inner plywood in 
beech, top veneer in oak or walnut.

Plastic. Standard on all variants. Suitable for 
all floorings that are not too sensitive.

79
46

68

52

59 52
40
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DIMENSIONS

WIDTH 59 CM | 23.23”
DEPTH 52 CM | 20.47”
HEIGHT 79 CM | 31.1”
SEAT HEIGHT 46 CM | 18.11”
SEAT WIDTH 40 CM | 15.75”
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COLOUR & FINISH
Please note that the colour codes are indicative.
COLOUR & FINISH
Please note that the colour codes are indicative.

BASE

SHELL

BLACK  
WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 

OAK

WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 

OAK SOAPED OAK

WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 

WALNUT

RAL 9005

ECO BLACK
RAL 9005 • • • •
ECO WHITE
NCS S 1002-Y • • • •
ECO CREAM
NSC S 1502-Y • • • •

The shells consist of 100% recycled post-consumer plastic from household machines. 
The use of recycled material means that colours vary slightly from batch to batch. Marks 
and irregularities on the surface are a natural part of the material and may occur.



SUSTAINABILITY
HAY focuses on developing long-lasting products that minimise our environmental impact. We optimise the use of sustainable materials such 
as recycled materials, FSC-certified wood and water-based lacquer, with a growing number of eco-certified products. We have strict regulatory 
requirements, and the majority of our products are tested to comply with international standards for strength, durability and safety.
LINK TO ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILE

DOWNLOADS
Packshots and lifestyle photos, 2D / 3D files, care and maintenance, instructions, test certificates, product fact sheets,  
and product presentations are available in our Image Bank at hay.com.
LINK TO IMAGE BANK

WARRANTY
HAY provides a 5-year product warranty. Spare parts are available throughout the 5-year warranty period.  
Please contact the HAY sales team for further information about the warranty terms and conditions.

TESTS
EN 16139:2013

Furniture - Strength, durability and safety - Requirements 
for non-domestic seating. 
L2 Extreme use - Loading according to Test severity L2.

CERTIFICATES

CARE & MAINTENANCE
Our Care & Maintenance offers guidance for optimal maintenance of your HAY product. It includes advice and instructions  
on cleaning and caring for specific materials to prolong the life of your furniture. Find the guide at hay.com.
LINK TO CARE & MAINTENANCE

RECYCLING & DISASSEMBLY
The furniture is designed to be a long-lasting furniture made to last for many years. The furniture is 100% recyclable  
and all parts can be fully separated and recycled. All parts can be delivered to a suitable recycling facility.
LINK TO DISASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION MANUAL

– AAC 22 ECO –

EU ECOLABELFSC™ LABEL MIX
Made from FSC™-certified wood  
and other controlled materials.

https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/hay_environmental_profile?fr=sZmNhMTI2MDczMjE
https://hay.presscloud.com/digitalshowroom/#/gallery/AAC-22-Eco
https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/care_and_maintenance_2020?fr=sZmUwMDI0MTg1ODM
https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/disassembly_instruction_manual?fr=sNGU4ODI2MDczMjE
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STEELCUT TRIO  
616 

CHESS

STEELCUT TRIO 
236 

LIGHT YELLOW

STEELCUT TRIO 
996 

RACING GREEN

STEELCUT TRIO 
453 

GOLDEN YELLOW

BLACK 

LEATHER COLOUR

MATERIALS
Polyurethane foam, Non-slip backing.

SURFACE BY HAY IN SELECTED COLOURS STEELCUT TRIO IN SELECTED COLOURS  LEATHER

90% New Wool, 10% Nylon. 90% New Wool, 10% Nylon. Pigmented leather.

SURFACE BY HAY 
120 

LIGHT GREY

SURFACE BY HAY 
190 

DARK GREY

SURFACE BY HAY 
480 

BRONZE

SURFACE BY HAY 
680 

CHERRY RED

SURFACE BY HAY 
950 

APPLE GREEN
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WIDTH 41 CM | 16.14”
DEPTH 41 CM | 16.14”
HEIGHT 0,5 CM | 0.2”

SEAT PAD FOR AAC W. ARM
Designed to add extra comfort to the About a Chair and About a Stool series, a new collection of seat cushions has been developed to fit all 
models within the two series. The padded cushions feature non-slip backing and are available in different sizes, materials and colours.

DIMENSIONS

FABRIC COLOUR

Please note that the colour codes are indicative.
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PRODUCT FACT SHEET

https://hay.dk/en/country-selector
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AAS 32 ECO
DESIGN BY HEE WELLING & HAY, 2020

With the objective of recreating HAY’s iconic AAS stool to reduce the impact on the environment, the About a Stool AAS 32 Eco uses 100% post-
consumer recycled plastic to create the functional and minimalistic seat and backrest that is characteristic of this entire series. With its curved 
form and long, elegant wooden legs, this eco-friendly stool enjoys a simple yet strong visual presence that makes it ideal as a bar or kitchen stool 
in a wide variety of public or private environments. The recycled seat is available in different colours, with the base in FSC-certified wood and the 
footrest is made of steel. The stool is EU Ecolabelled as a sign of environmental commitment, along with the other models in the Eco series.

HIGHLIGHTS

◊ Part of a multi–functional family of dining and conference chairs, office chairs, bar stools, lounge chairs, tables, an ottoman and a sofa.
◊ Eco-Friendly addition to the About A Family.
◊ Certified with the EU Ecolabel.
◊ The shell is made from 100% post-consumer recycled plastic and available in various colours and finishes.
◊ The base is FSC-certified solid wood available in various colours and finishes.
◊ The chair can be fully disassembled and recycled.
◊ The About A Eco collection also includes AAC 12 Eco, and AAS 22 Eco.
◊ Suitable for a wide variety of private and public environments.
◊ Qualified for contract use.

CONSTRUCTION
Plywood legs section connected with solid wood top parts which are glued and fixed with embedded metal brackets. Footrest is screwed to the frame.

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN
Denmark

OPTIONS
Felt gliders for wooden floors

MATERIALS
SHELL BASE FOOTREST* GLIDER

Injection moulded solid-coloured 
polypropylene shell. Made from 
100% post-consumer recycled PP.

Moulded plywood base. Inner 
plywood in beech, top veneer in 
oak or walnut.

Black powder coated steel 
or stainless steel .

Plastic. Standard on all variants. Suitable 
for all floorings that are not too sensitive.
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DIMENSIONS

85 75

33

46

50 46
35

50

AAS 32 LOW
WIDTH 47 CM | 18.50”
DEPTH 43 CM | 16.93”
HEIGHT 75 CM | 29.92”
SEAT HEIGHT 65 CM | 25.98”
SEAT DEPTH 35 CM | 13.78”

AAS 32 HIGH
WIDTH 50 CM | 19.68”
DEPTH 46 CM | 18.11”
HEIGHT 85 CM | 33.86”
SEAT HEIGHT 75 CM | 29.92”
SEAT DEPTH 35 CM | 13.78”

*Black footrest is recommended for black shells. Stainless steel footrest is recommended for other shell colours and contract use.



COLOUR & FINISH
Please note that the colour codes are indicative.
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COLOUR & FINISH
Please note that the colour codes are indicative.

BASE

SHELL

BLACK  
WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 

OAK

WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 

OAK SOAPED OAK

WATER-BASED  
LACQUERED 

WALNUT

RAL 9005

ECO BLACK
RAL 9005 • • • •
ECO WHITE
NCS S 1002-Y • • • •
ECO CREAM
NSC S 1502-Y • • • •

The shells consist of 100% recycled post-consumer plastic from household machines. 
The use of recycled material means that colours vary slightly from batch to batch. Marks 
and irregularities on the surface are a natural part of the material and may occur.



SUSTAINABILITY
HAY focuses on developing long-lasting products that minimise our environmental impact. We optimise the use of sustainable materials such 
as recycled materials, FSC-certified wood and water-based lacquer, with a growing number of eco-certified products. We have strict regulatory 
requirements, and the majority of our products are tested to comply with international standards for strength, durability and safety.
LINK TO ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILE

DOWNLOADS
Packshots and lifestyle photos, 2D / 3D files, care and maintenance, instructions, test certificates, product fact sheets,  
and product presentations are available in our Image Bank at hay.com.
LINK TO IMAGE BANK

WARRANTY
HAY provides a 5-year product warranty. Spare parts are available throughout the 5-year warranty period.  
Please contact the HAY sales team for further information about the warranty terms and conditions.

TESTS
EN 16139:2013 ANSI BIFMA X5.4-2012

Furniture - Strength, durability and safety - 
Requirements for non-domestic seating. 
L2 Extreme use - Loading according to Test 
severity L2.

American National Standard For Office 
Furnishings - Lounge and Public Seating 
- Tests.

CERTIFICATES

CARE & MAINTENANCE
Our Care & Maintenance offers guidance for optimal maintenance of your HAY product. It includes advice and instructions  
on cleaning and caring for specific materials to prolong the life of your furniture. Find the guide at hay.com.
LINK TO CARE & MAINTENANCE

RECYCLING & DISASSEMBLY
The furniture is designed to be a long-lasting furniture made to last for many years. The furniture is 100% recyclable  
and all parts can be fully separated and recycled. All parts can be delivered to a suitable recycling facility.
LINK TO DISASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION MANUAL

– AAS 32 ECO –

EU ECOLABELFSC™ LABEL MIX
Made from FSC™-certified wood  
and other controlled materials.

https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/hay_environmental_profile?fr=sZmNhMTI2MDczMjE
https://hay.presscloud.com/digitalshowroom/#/gallery/AAS-32-Eco
https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/care_and_maintenance_2020?fr=sZmUwMDI0MTg1ODM
https://issuu.com/haydownloads/docs/disassembly_instruction_manual?fr=sNGU4ODI2MDczMjE
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BLACK

LEATHER COLOUR

MATERIALS
Polyurethane foam, Non-slip backing.

 LEATHER

Pigmented leather.
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WIDTH 38 CM | 14.96”
DEPTH 34,5 CM | 13.58”
HEIGHT 0,5 CM | 0.2”

SEAT PAD FOR AAS
Designed to add extra comfort to the About a Chair and About a Stool series, a new collection of seat cushions has been developed to fit all 
models within the two series. The padded cushions feature non-slip backing and are available in different sizes.

DIMENSIONS




